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chapter 47 Chapters 3 and £1.? None there. Well, we're restricted to chapters

1 and 2 then. Well now in Chapters 1 and 2 how many times did. you find, it?

(Student) There are six verses in Genesis 1 and 2 which have this word. fit

and the word. is translated variously and it is only translated "soul" once, I

believe, just in this one in Genesis 2:7. How is it translated in Genesis 1:20?

(Student) Yes. It is not translated soul. Of these six verses the word. " It

is only translated "soul" once in our English Bible but it is the same Hebrew

word, the word " ", and so we have the phrase, 0

which is translated 'ta living soul" and this phrase also occurs in a number of

these instances as you know. In quite a few of them the exact phrase occurs.

Let1s look rapidly. How many of you have your Hebrew Bibles here? I hope

most of you have 'but some haven't progressed that far in Hebrew; because every

now and then we'll want to look to it. Mr. ---.-? (Student) Yes. (Student)

Strange that that . (Student) Well, it would be "

here. " " is only in Daniel. Daniel and xra. It would be the Hebrew

part we would be interested in, and the word is only translated "soul" in one

of the six verses in these two chapters in which it occurs. Mr. Christopherson

speaks of additional emphasis not so very much further on in which he found

that they also not translated it "soul". Translated it "1,9&Vl rather than "soul".

Now that word. " " then is not exactly our modern English word " soul".

It would seem to be nearer "life" than "soul", but you notice that in a number

of places in these two chapters it is translated reature". Now I think what

is most vital about itis to see exactly how the word is used or exactly how

the phrase is used. In Genesis 1:20 we have this phrase used as translated.

"living soul". In 2:7, and there it is translated, "And God said, 'Let the

waters bring forth abundantly the living creature'". " and.

that " is translated. "that has life", the soul that--literally,

lithe soul of life". Now this soul of life then, or living soul, which is

man became, in Genesis 2:7 is already used, the whole phrase in Genesis 1:20
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